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GENERAL Installation instructions

1 Ensure that the trench where the channels are going

to be installed has enough room for the appropriate
concrete encasement, depending on the Load Class
and the installation materials. Lay the a concrete bed
accroding to the instructions in this manual.

Installation Example MAXI Load Class C

2 Unlock and remove the grates. Prior to laying the trench

drains, please make sure that the concrete bed is strong
enough as per this manual. The trench drains must be
layed starting from the last piece, whether this is a catch
basin or not, and in the opposite direction than the flow
of water.

Laying Direction

Flow Direction

3 Each trench drain comes with directional arrows

that indicate the direction of the flow of water. Trench
drains adjust together thanks to their male and female
profiles. Pre-sloped channels are marked with a
number from 1 to 10 to indicate their place in a continous slope run.

Female Profile

Male Profile

Highest frost-thaw resistance
according to DIN EN 1433
Concrete Encasement Required

Flow of Water

Installation instructions

4 All HYDROTEC trench drains come with a precast

knock out underneath to connect a pipe. Place the
channel on two wooden pieces and use and carefully
hammer out the proforma pipe connector from inside
the channel. See manual for specific instructions.

5 Once the trench drains have been installed, end caps

can be used to either close the channel or connect it to
a pipe. See manual for specific instructions.

6 Place back the grates on top of the channels before
finalizing the concrete encasement, as the grates will
protect the channel against horizontal forces.

7 When laying the adjacent pavement is particularly important to

ensure that the top of the drainage channel is between 0.12“
and 0.20“ [3-5 mm] lower than the adjacent surface, depending
on the trench drain type and installation as per this manual.

EXPANSION JOINTS ARRANGEMENT
If the project drawings do not specify any guidelines for expansion joints, we recommend the arrangement of expansion joints
as shown in the following diagram:

Between 82‘ and 98‘ approx.

Between 82‘ and 98‘ approx.

[25-30 m]

[25-30 m]

View from Above
HYDROTEC Recommendation
Additional Recommendation

Joint Width
General Planning

Between 5.9“ and 9.84“
[15-25cm]
Between 5.9“ and 9.84“
[15-25cm]
General Planning

1 The placement of expansion joints depends on the trench drain selected for each construction project. We
recommend to place the seam on the outside edge of the concrete coating.

2 Expansion joints should always be placed perpendicular to the channel line. We recommend a distance of
approximately 82‘ - 98‘ [25 - 30 m] between expansion joints. The joint width shall be determined by the engineer responsible of the plan.

3 In the arrangement of expansion joints in the concrete road surface, it is important to adhere exclusively to the
guidelines of the project managers union planner or architect.

4 Further expansion joints may be placed parallel to the channel line according to the project‘s engineer.
5 Concrete road surface

TRENCH DRAIN RUNS LAYOUT
Flat Trench Drain Run (No Slope)

The trench drain run is straight, the water flows helped by the ground fall. The water discharges through a
catch basin.
Flat Trench Drain Run at Different Heights

Through a combination of trench drains of different heights, a constant flow of water is possible. The trench drain
run can be connected to a pipe through an open end cap.
Pre-Sloped Trench Drain Run

The water flow is affected by a continuous slope. The trench drains have an internal pre-slope between 0.5% and
1%, depending on the model. The trench drain run can be connected to a pipe through an open end cap.
Pre-sloped Trench Drain Runs in Opposite Directions

Two pre-sloped trench drain runs start in opposite directions from the middle of the section. To avoid a gap in the
middle, remove the male profile of the first pieces or use closed end caps.
Runoff / water table / floor training
Whether the trench drains are flat or
pre-sloped has not real effect on the
water runoff. The water discharge rate
is determined only by the channel
cross-section at the end of the run.

Installation instructions MINI
3 When the channel is installed on a concrete bed, it is protected against the horizontal forces. This requires a concrete
shell of 3.93“[10 cm] width and 2.36“[6
cm] height.

5 The top edge of the channel must be at
approximately the following distances
below the adjoining surface:
Asphalt 0.19“[5 mm]
Concrete = 1/8“[3 mm]

channel are to be laid in fresh concrete
and then shed with grout.

min 0.12”

3.94”

4 The areas on the right and left along the

Pavement

3.94”

Gravel

Concrete C 25 / 30
Load bearing
substructure
Frost-proofload
bearing
substructure

1 Before beginning work, ensure the load

bearing base is frost free. The base must
therefore be properly compacted according to the load class to avoid the channel to drop upon installation. Usually this
is determined by the structural engineer
responsible for the project or planner.

2 When installing the MINI system,
a C25/30 concrete bed must be built
according to the load class (A or B).: for
Load Class A, the concrete bed must be
of at least 1.92“[5cm]; for Load Class
B the concrete bed must be of at least
3.93“[10cm].

Installation instructions
top LOAD CLASS A-C with Asphalt
4 The upper edge of the channel must be

about 0.2“[5 mm] lower than the adjacent
surface.

3 The concrete bed where the channels
is sitting serves as protection against
horizontal forces. A 45 degree angle to
the top of the channel is recommended.

min 0.2”

5 The Asphalt layer has minimum
5.9”
for Load
Class C”

contact with the channel to ensure that
there are no horizontal forces acting
on the channel.

Top Layer

5.9” for Load
Class C

Binding Layer

Support Layer
Concrete C 25 / 30
Frost-proofload
bearing substructure

1 Before beginning work, ensure the load

bearing base is frost free. The base must
therefore be properly compacted according to the load class to avoid the channel to drop upon installation. Usually this
is determined by the structural engineer
responsible for the project or planner.

2 When installing the TOP system,

a C25/30 concrete bed must be built
according to the load class (A, B or C):
for Load Class A or B, the concrete bed
must be of at least 3.93“[10cm]; for Load
Class C the concrete bed must be of at
least 5.9“[15cm].

Installation instructions
top LOAD CLASS A-C with Asphalt / stone / brick
4 The runner stone is to be laid in fresh

concrete shed with concrete and mortar.
The top of the stone must be at least
0.12“[3mm] higher than the channel.

3 The concrete bed where the channels

is sitting serves as protection against
horizontal forces. The concrete on the
sides of the channels must be at least
5.9“[15cm] in width.

5 The curb needs to lay on fresh

concrete and then shed with grout.

5.9”
for Load
Class C”
Top Layer

min 0.12”

Curb

Binding Layer

Support Layer

5.9” for
Load
Class

Concrete C 25 / 30

Frost-proofload
bearing substructure

1 Before beginning work, ensure the load

bearing base is frost free. The base must
therefore be properly compacted according to the load class to avoid the channel to drop upon installation. Usually this
is determined by the structural engineer
responsible for the project or planner.

2 When installing the TOP system,

a C25/30 concrete bed must be built
according to the load class (A, B or C):
for Load Class A or B, the concrete bed
must be of at least 3.93“[10cm]; for Load
Class C the concrete bed must be of at
least 5.9“[15cm].

Installation instructions
top LOAD CLASS A-C with CONCRETE / pavement
4 Approximately 5.9“[15 cm] from the outer
edge of the channel, we recommend
creating a joint with styrofoam to allow
for expansion

3 The concrete bed where the channels

Expansion

5
5.9”
for Load
Class C”

Concrete C 25 /
30

min 0.12”

is sitting serves as protection against
horizontal forces. The concrete on the
sides of the channels must be at least
5.9“[15cm] in width and 4.72“[12cm] in
height.

5.9”
for Load
Class C”

Ideally, the first two rows of paving
must be laid in fresh concrete and then
shed with grout.

Concrete
Gravel

5.9” for
Load
Class C

Load-Bearing
Foundation

Frost-proofload
bearing substructure

1 Before beginning work, ensure the load

bearing base is frost free. The base must
therefore be properly compacted according to the load class to avoid the channel to drop upon installation. Usually this
is determined by the structural engineer
responsible for the project or planner.

2 When installing the TOP system,

a C25/30 concrete bed must be built
according to the load class (A, B or C):
for Load Class A or B, the concrete bed
must be of at least 3.93“[10cm]; for Load
Class C the concrete bed must be of at
least 5.9“[15cm].

Installation instructions
MAXI LOAD CLASS A-C with Asphalt
4 The upper edge of the channel must be

at least 0.2“[5 mm] lower than the adjacent surface.

3 The concrete bed where the channels
is sitting serves as protection against
horizontal forces. A 45 degree angle to
the top of the channel is recommended.

min 0.2”

5 The Asphalt layer has minimum
5.9”
for Load
Class C”

contact with the channel to ensure that
there are no horizontal forces acting
on the channel.

Top Layer
Binding Layer

5.9” for Load
Class C

Support Layer
Concrete C 25 / 30
Frost-proofload
bearing substructure

1 Before beginning work, ensure the load

bearing base is frost free. The base must
be properly compacted according to the
load class to avoid the channel to drop
upon installation. Usually this is determined by the structural engineer responsible for the project or planner.

2 When installing the MAXI system, a

C25/30 concrete bed must be built
according to the load class (A, B or C):
for Load Class A or B, the concrete bed
must be of at least 3.93“[10cm]; for Load
Class C the concrete bed must be of at
least 5.9“[15cm].

Installation instructions
MAXI LOAD CLASS A-C with Asphalt / stone / brick
4 The runner stone is to be laid in fresh

concrete shed with concrete and mortar.
The top of the stone must be at least
0.12“[3mm] higher than the channel.

3 The concrete bed where the channels

is sitting serves as protection against
horizontal forces. The concrete on the
sides of the channels must be at least
5.9“[15cm] in width.

5 The curb needs to lay on fresh

concrete and then shed with grout.

5.9”
for Load
Class C”
Top Layer

min 0.12”

Curb

Binding Layer

Concrete C 25 /
30

5.9” for
Load
Class C

Support Layer

Frost-proofload
bearing substructure

1 Before beginning work, ensure the load

bearing base is frost free. The base must
be properly compacted according to the
load class to avoid the channel to drop
upon installation. Usually this is determined by the structural engineer responsible for the project or planner.

2 When installing the MAXI system, a

C25/30 concrete bed must be built
according to the load class (A, B or C):
for Load Class A or B, the concrete bed
must be of at least 3.93“[10cm]; for Load
Class C the concrete bed must be of at
least 5.9“[15cm].

Installation instructions
MAXI LOAD CLASS A-C with CONCRETE / pavement
4 Approximately 5.9“[15 cm] from the outer
edge of the channel, we recommend
creating a joint with styrofoam to allow
for expansion due to temperature fluctuations.

3 The concrete bed where the channels

Expansion

5 Ideally, the first two rows of paving
must be laid in fresh concrete and then
shed with grout.

5.9”
for Load
Class C”

Concrete C 25 /
30

min 0.12”

is sitting serves as protection against
horizontal forces. The concrete on the
sides of the channels must be at least
5.9“[15cm] in width and 4.72“[12cm] in
height.

5.9”
for Load
Class C”

Concrete
Gravel

5.9” for Load
Class C

Load-Bearing
Foundation

Frost-proofload
bearing substructure

1 Before beginning work, ensure the load

bearing base is frost free. The base must
be properly compacted according to the
load class to avoid the channel to drop
upon installation. Usually this is determined by the structural engineer responsible for the project or planner.

2 When installing the MAXI system, a

C25/30 concrete bed must be built
according to the load class (A, B or C):
for Load Class A or B, the concrete bed
must be of at least 3.93“[10cm]; for Load
Class C the concrete bed must be of at
least 5.9“[15cm].

Installation instructions
MAXI LOAD CLASS d - e - f

Expansion

The upper edge of the channel must
be at least 0.12“[3 mm] lower than the
adjacent surface.

5

9.84”[25cm]
7.9”[20cm]
5.9”[15cm]

C 25 / 30
Concrete

Concrete

Styrofoam

Gravel
Load-Bearing
Foundation

9.84”[25cm]
7.9”[20cm]
5.9”[15cm]

3

The concrete bed where the channels is
sitting serves as protection against horizontal forces. The concrete on the sides of
the channels must be at least 5.9“[15cm] in
width and 4.72“[12cm] in height. For critical
points in Load Classes E and F, we recommend an additional reinforcement, such as Ø
0.3“[8mm] bars at intervals of 11.8“ [300mm].

Approximately between 5.9“[15 cm] and 7.9“
[20cm] (depending on the load class) from the
outer edge of the channel, we recommend
creating a joint with styrofoam to allow for
expansion due to temperature fluctuations.

min 0.12”

4

1 Before beginning work, ensure the load

bearing base is frost free. The base must
be properly compacted according to the
load class to avoid the channel to drop
upon installation. Usually this is determined by the structural engineer responsible for the project or planner.

LOAD CLASS D
LOAD CLASS E & F

Frost-proofload
bearing substructure

2 When installing the MAXI system, a C25/30

concrete bed must be built according to the
load class (D, E or F): for Load Class D, the
concrete bed must be of at least 7.9“[20cm]; for
Load Class E or F the concrete bed must be of
at least 9.84“[25cm]. For high stress points we
recommend to reinforce the concrete bed.

Installation instructions
HYDROline

If the conditions of point 1 and 2 are
satisfied, HYDROline can be installed
using concrete (C25/30). The anchors
underneath HYDROline secure the part
to the concrete.

7.9”[20cm]

min 0.12”

Approximately 7.9“[20 cm] from the outer
edge of the channel, we recommend
creating a joint with styrofoam to allow
for expansion due to temperature fluctuations.

The upper edge of the channel must
be 0.12“[3 mm] lower than the adjacent
surface.

Pavement
C 25 / 30 Concrete

Load-Bearing
Foundation

Frost-proofload
bearing substructure

Before beginning work, ensure the load bearing
base is frost free. The base must therefore be
properly compacted according to the load class
to avoid the channel to drop upon installation.
Usually this is determined by the structural
engineer responsible for the project or planner.

Prerequisite for the installation of
HYDROLine is an existing foundation for
load transfer. The dimension and thickness
of the foundation is based on the structural
analysis of each construction project, as
well as at the selected load class.

Installation instructions
HYDROline
The shallow HYDROline is suitable for installation into an existing opening (eg for renovation) or as a new trench
drain installation run in concrete using the installation aids. Depending on the required load class the existing base
course must be reviewed and approved by the architect / planner.

Installation on an Existing Trench

Installation as a New Trench Drain Run

Fill the existing hole with fresh concrete and set the
HYDROline on top of it. Add an end wall at the beginning and end of the run if needed.

When installing HYDROline as a new trench drain
run, we recommend using the built-in supports from
HYDROTEC. The mounting bracket serves as connecting piece between parts, a perfect fit for installation
on level.

Starting by the end of the run, the individual pieces are
connected together using a connecting piece. Each
HYDROline piece easily snaps onto the next piece.

The built-in supports need to be placed in between
each HYDROline piece. Add an end wall at the beginning and end of the run if needed.

The channel line must be at least 0.12“[3mm] deeper
than the adjacent surface.

Prior to installation of the concrete layer, HYDROline
should be covered and masked to prevent the entry
of concrete. The upper edge of the channel must be
0.12“ [3 mm] lower than the adjacent surface.

Installation instructions
HYDROblock
The upper edge of the channel must be
at least 0.07“[2 mm] lower than the adjacent surface.
It is recommended to reinforce the channel
with a mounting support made of
 concrete
class C25 / 30. Otherwise HYDROblock
can be fixed to the foundation with screws
on the feet.

Depending on the nature of the adjacent
material, the use of tape for sealing is
required. The need for tape is determined by the planner or project manager
of each construction project.

Top Layer

Load Class F

min. 7.9”[20cm]

Binding Layer

Support Layer
Load-Bearing
Foundation

Frost-proofload
bearing substructure

Before beginning work, ensure the load bearing
base is frost free. The base must be properly
compacted according to the load class to avoid
the channel to drop upon installation. Usually
this is determined by the structural engineer
responsible for the project or planner.

When installing HYDROblock a load-bearing
foundation iof a minimum of 7.9“
[20 cm] is required.

The use of a commercial sealant between
pieces is recommended.

Installation instructions
HYDROblock

The concrete base is created according to the required load class to lay
HYDROblock.

The HYDROblock parts are pushed one
inside the other.

Before the parts can be joined together,
sealant needs to be applied to the sleeve.

After the connecting the parts, they are
set at the intended height.

THe HYDROblock pieces are joined
together easily thanks to their male /
female profiles.

Verify that the parts are flat as intended.

Installation Instructions
The trench drain type depends on the installation location, the corresponding traffic loads, and the decking planned.
Installation locations are organized in classes A to F according to EN 1433 standard. As of class C all grates must be
anchored to ensure traffic safety. The foundation of the trench drain must be suitable to bear the traffic load.
Horizontal loads arising from traffic or thermal behavior of the surface layer must be transferred by means of sufficiently dimensioned concrete encasement of the channel sections and by expansion joints running longitudinally to
the channel, especially in case of adjoining concrete surfaces.
The laying direction of the channel is always opposite to the direction of flow and starts at the ground pipe joint.
Subsequent surfaces must be executed to be approx. 0.11” (3mm) to 0.19” (5 mm) higher than the top edge of the
grate or edge rail taking setting and compression into account.
If extreme horizontal forces are expected at right angles to the trench drain, e.g. on railway crossings, ramps or highways, the trench drains should be secured laterally with reinforced decking concrete.
MINI / TOP / MAXI channel systems are manufactured to comply with EN 1433 Type M standard. This design requires
a load bearing foundation and / or encasement to be able to absorb vertical and horizontal loads after installation.
See installation instructions.
The HYDROblock channel system is manufactured in line with EN 1433 Type I. Concrete encasement is not required.
This type requires a load-bearing foundation.

Fitting Direction
The laying direction of the channel is always opposite to the direction of flow (green arrows!) and starts at the ground
pipe joint. If elements are laid in two directions it is necessary to join two counterfacing elements. To avoid a gap
remove the profile rebate with an angle grinder or use end pieces.
Remove rebate or use end pieces
Fitting direction

Fitting direction

Flow direction

Flow direction

Catch Basin

Fitting direction

Flow direction

Catch Basin

Catch Basin

Precast Vertical Outlet to connect a Pipe in every Trench
All MINI, TOP and MAXI trench drains have a precast outlet for a pipe connection in the base of every channel. The
precast can be knocked out carefully using a hammer, after placing the channel on wooden supports leaving a space
underneath. Matching PVC pipe connections are available and allow for an easy connection of the channel to the
pipe systems.

Precast Outlet in the channel base
for 4”, 6” and 8” pipe connection:
MINI/TOP/MAXI 100: 4” and 6”
MAXI150 / MAXI 200: 6”
MAXI300: 8”

Knock out gently

Insert the PVC
pipe connection so it does
not go all the way through the
channel

End Cap Installation Instructions
End Caps are available for all HYDROTEC Trench Drain systems. Depending on the model, the trench drain
can be connected to a 4”, 6” or 8” pipe. The PVC Connector is only needed to connect a pipe underneath
the channel.

Closed End Cap for MINI100
1. Remove the grate
2. Take Part No. CHG70016-00, place the galvanized steel piece inside the channel
so the round male side fits inside the channel.
3. Place back the grate on top of the channel and push it down to lock it.

Closed End Cap for TOP100 / MAXI100
1. Unlock and remove the grate using HYDROTEC’s Grate Locking Tool (Part. No. CHG70099-00).
2. Take Part No. CHG70011-10: place the galvanized steel piece inside the channel so the round male side
fits inside the channel.
3. Place the plastic piece against the galvanized steel piece so the hooks on top of the plastic piece rest on
the edge rails of the channel.
4. Place back the grate on top of the channel and lock it.

Plastic Piece & Galvanized Steel Piece
together form Part No. CHG70011-10

Connecting a 4” Pipe to an End Cap for MINI100 / TOP100 / MAXI100
1. Unlock and remove the grate using HYDROTEC’s Grate Locking Tool (Part. No. CHG70099-00).
2. Take Part No. CHG70011-20: place the galvanized steel piece against the channel so the round male side
points outside the channel.
3. Cut the plastic piece following the pre-cut guides so it fits the size of the 4” round male galvanized steel
part.
4. Place the plastic piece outside the galvanized steel piece so the hooks on the top of the plastic piece rest
on the edge rails of the channel.
5. Insert the 4” pipe into the galvanized steel piece.
6. Place the grate on top pf the channel and lock it.

Plastic Piece & Galvanized Steel Piece
together form Part No. CHG70011-20

Closing or Connecting a 6” Pipe to an End Cap for MAXI150
1. Unlock and remove the grate using HYDROTEC’s Grate Locking Tool (Part. No.
CHG70099-00).
2. Take Part. No. CHG70011-51: place the plastic piece outside the galvanized steel
piece so the hooks on the top of the plastic piece rest on the edge rails of the channel.
3a. To Close the Trench Drain: cut the plastic piece following the pre-cut guides
so it fits the height of the channel. Place the grate on top of the channel and lock it.
3b. To Connect a 6” pipe to the end of the Trench Drain: Cut the plastic piece following the pre-cut guides so it fits the size of the 6” Pipe.
4. Insert the 6” Pipe into the plastic piece.
5. Place the grate on top of the channel and lock it.

End Cap for MAXI150 (Open &
Closed) Part No. CHG70011-51

Closing or Connecting a 8” Pipe to an End Cap for MAXI200
1. Unlock and remove the grate using HYDROTEC’s Grate Locking Tool (Part. No. CHG70099-00).
2. Take Part No. CHG70012-00, and place it against the channel so the hooks on the top of the
plastic piece rest on the edge rails of the channel.
3a. To Close the Trench Drain: Place the grate on top of the channel and lock it.
3b. To Connect a 8” pipe to the end of the Trench Drain: Cut the plastic piece following the precut guides so it fits the size of the 8” Pipe.
4. Insert the 8” Pipe into the plastic piece.
5. Place the grate on top of the channel and lock it.
End Cap for MAXI200 (Open &
Closed) Part No. CHG70012-00

Closing the MAXI300
1. Unlock and remove the grate using HYDROTEC’s Grate Locking Tool (Part. No.
CHG70099-00).
2. Take Part No. CHG70031-11, and place it against the channel so the channel is closed.

End Cap for MAXI300
Part No. CHG70031-11

Connecting a Pipe to a Catch Basin
MINI

TOP100 / MAXI100 / 150 / 200 		

4”

4” PIPE

6”

6” PIPE

4” PIPE

6”

MAXI300

8” PIPE

Installing HYDROTEC Trench Drain in a 90 Degree Angle
The TOP and MAXI lines include a 19.69” (0.5m) parts with a hole on the side. These pieces can be used
to create a 90 degree angle or a 4 way cross.

Installing HYDROTEC Trench Drain in a Different Angle
HYDROTEC’s fiber reinforced channels and Galvanized Steel and Ductlie Iron grates can be cut onsite to
create the appropriate angle..

Example: 22.5 degrees

